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Lawrence Solomon: The untold story of measles
LAWRENCE SOLOMON | April 16, 2014 7:30 PM ET
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Several decades following the vaccine’s introduction, the measles death rate rose, largely because the vaccine
made adults, expectant mothers and infants more vulnerable

Early in the last century, measles killed millions of people a year. Then, bit by bit in countries of the developed world, the death rate
dropped, by the 1960s by 98% or more. In the U.K., it dropped by an astounding 99.96%. And then, the measles vaccine entered the
market.
 
After the vaccine’s introduction, the measles death rate continued to drop into the 1970s. Many scientists credit the continued decline
entirely to the vaccine. Other scientists believe the vaccine played a minor role, if that, noting that most infectious diseases similarly
petered out during the 20th century, including some, like scarlet fever, for which vaccines were never developed.

The credit for the century-long decline, scientists generally agree, goes to improved nutrition and improved health care, side effects
of the West’s growing affluence. In the U.S., the death rate dropped by about 98%, from about 10 per 100,000 population a century
ago to one fifth of one person by 1963, the year measles vaccines made their American debut. Both before and after vaccination
started, victims tended to be poor.

A study in the American Journal of Public Health, “Measles mortality in the United States 1971-1975,” found the measles death rate
to be almost 10 times higher among families whose median income was less than $5,000 than among families whose income
exceeded a modest $10,000. Families outside metropolitan areas, who tended to have poor healthcare, had three times the death
rate.

An earlier, landmark study in the American Journal of Epidemiology by the Center for Disease Control’s Roger Barkin found similar
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Contrary to the public perception, measles mortality plummeted before the measles vaccine was introduced.



disturbing results of measles’ toll on the disadvantaged. Here race entered the picture because black children were disproportionately
victimized, not by the measles virus per se but by poverty. A poor black child and a poor white child had the same high chance of
dying from measles, but because white children rarely lived in abject poverty, measles claimed the blacks.

Measles didn’t only discriminate by income — in another study, Barkin found that children with underlying diseases were
particularly vulnerable, and that the “majority of this group were physically or mentally retarded, or both.” The realization that
measles was selective in whom it killed led Barkin to emphasize that vulnerable populations, rather than the general population,
should be targeted for measles vaccination.

In the pre-vaccine era, when the natural measles virus infected the entire population, measles — “typically a benign childhood
illness,” as Clinical Pediatrics described it — was welcomed for providing lifetime immunity, thus avoiding dangerous adult
infections. In today’s vaccine era, adults have accounted for one quarter to one half of measles cases; most of them involve
pneumonia, one-quarter of them hospitalization.

Also importantly, measles during pregnancies have risen dangerously because expectant mothers no longer have lifetime immunity.
Today’s vaccinated expectant mothers are at risk because the measles vaccine wanes with time and because it often fails to protect
against measles.
 
A study in Houston of 12 pregnant women and one who had just given birth, all of whom had measles, found one died, seven suffered
pneumonia and seven hepatitis, four went through premature labour and one lost her child in a spontaneous abortion. A study of
eight measles pregnancies in Japan found three ended in spontaneous abortions or stillbirths while four babies were born with
congenital measles; two mothers endured pneumonia and one hemorrhagic shock. A Los Angeles study of 58 such pregnancies found
21 ended prematurely (three induced abortions, five spontaneous abortions and 13 preterm deliveries); 35 of the 58 mothers were
hospitalized, 15 contracted pneumonia, and two died.
 
The danger extends to babies, whose bodies are too immature to receive measles vaccination before age one, making them entirely
dependent on antibodies inherited from their mothers. In their first year out of the womb, infants suffer the highest rate of measles
infections and the most lasting harm. Yet vaccinated mothers have little antibody to pass on — only about one-quarter as much as
mothers protected by natural measles — leaving infants vulnerable three months after birth, according to a study last year in the
Journal of Infectious Diseases. HIV-infected children, who may account for most recent measles-related child deaths, also suffer
when their mothers have been vaccinated, since HIV further reduces the antibodies they inherit.

Factors such as these increased the death rate for adults and the very young, helping to reverse the decline in deaths seen in previous
decades, according to a 2004 study in the Journal of Infectious Disease, authored by researchers at the Centers for Disease Control
and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

Vaccines for measles have had spotty safety records. Soon after their introduction, the Vital Statistics of the United States began
recording deaths from the measles vaccine, along with deaths from other vaccines. By 1970, one of the two original measles vaccines
was withdrawn in Canada and the U.S. after causing atypical measles syndrome, a harsh disease triggering high rates of pneumonia.
In 1975, the second original vaccine was withdrawn due to 103-degrees-plus fevers, among other severe side effects. Two variants of
this vaccine also proved unsatisfactory. A measles vaccine then became part of the combination MMR (measles, mumps, rubella)
vaccine in the 1980s, only to be withdrawn in 1990 by Canada and in 1992 by the manufacturer after reports from Canada, the U.S.,
Sweden and Japan blamed MMR for febrile convulsions, meningitis, deafness and deaths. A second version of MMR, now in
widespread use, is believed safe by government officials.

Safety aside, vaccines repeatedly failed worldwide in the 1980s and 1990s. As described in “Measles Elimination in Canada”, a 2004
report authored by Canadian government officials and academics, “despite virtually 100% documented one-dose coverage in some
regions, large outbreaks of measles involving thousands of cases persisted … Clearly, because of primary vaccine failure, Canada’s
one-dose program was insufficient.”

The solution finally arrived at — adding a second dose for children — initially seemed to tame measles outbreaks. But in recent years,



the new vaccination regime, too, has been failing, with widespread outbreaks again occurring, including among those who have
received the recommended dose and especially among infants too young to be vaccinated, and thus unprotected because their
mothers had been vaccinated. Now health experts, scrambling to find solutions, are suggesting numerous reforms, including earlier
child vaccinations and second doses for adults.

Clearly, the science is not settled, making for parents a numbers game of the decision to vaccinate their children. Some parents rely
on the press or health authorities to interpret the numbers. Others defy the authorities and weigh the risks in the numbers
differently, in deciding what’s best for their own families. Who are these others? According to a survey in Pediatrics, unvaccinated
children in the U.S. have a mother who is at least 30 years old, who has at least one college degree and whose household has an
annual income of at least $75,000. In the absence of studies showing vaccinated children to be healthier than those unvaccinated, the
parents in these educated households have determined that the numbers argue against vaccination.

Lawrence Solomon is research director of Consumer Policy Institute. LawrenceSolomon@nextcity.com
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tomandersen •  6 days ago

wrong
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Emery •  7 days ago

see more

What happens when the oral Rotavirus vaccine is injected?

I would caution the vaccine supporters to consider carefully claims of injury rates of “less than one in a million”, because it smacks
of magical thinking- vaccines are not
manufactured by Elves and administered by Angels. A 'one in a million” claim defies known error rates identified in other categories
of medicine associated with injections and medication substitution, unsanitary practices, and simple mistakes. For example, Health
Care Workers are injecting the oral Rotavirus vaccine. Was
this error anticipated and was the safety of injecting this vaccine tested during its licensing application? Before someone jumps up
to claim the 39 reported cases are the only ones, please consider: If someone is injecting the vaccine, then they must think that
that is the correct and proper way to do it, and would do so consistently
until learning otherwise. How would they learn they were incorrect? Barring an immediate in office reaction, probably by direct
observation by a co-worker or a parent pointing out, “Uhh, you are not supposed to inject that one”. The report states one nurse
was responsible for 6 of the improper administrations, indicating this concept. Injecting the oral Rotavirus vaccines also raises
another question, because they are confirmed to include (be contaminated?) with porcine circovirus (PCV) fragments, prompting
temporary suspension of one product offerings a couple of years ago. When the manufacturer / regulator investigated and
determined that these fragments were not a risk when ingested in the oral formula, did they also investigate if it was safe to inject
them? And while it may be safe to inject oral vaccines, this is irrefutable evidence that unintended events occur. 
What about overall injection safety, is there 100% compliance? Hardly, in CDC surveys, (where almost 20% of the participants are

  5  

•

TBruce  •  6 days ago Emery

Oh for god's sake. Do you stay in bed your whole life because someone might drop a piano on your head if you walk down
the street? Go be stupid someplace else.

  8  

Emery •  7 days ago

Has vaccination made Measles 30 times more dangerous? The claimed “1/1000” pre-vaccine mortality rate is at best a mistake, at
worst the taking advantage of underused reporting mechanisms to further a specific objective. It is mathematically impossible that
Measles is universally infectious, had a 1/1000 mortality rate, infected 500k and killed 500 per year during the pre-vaccine era.
If Measles is near universally infectious then all or close to all of every newly susceptible birth cohort would have contracted at
some point, and the infection rate
average would closely mirror the birth rate over time. The birth rate in 1950 was 3.8 million and steadily increased every year to 4.2
million in 1960 (and kept rising to the end of the Baby Boom in 1964 before tapering off). Yet it is consistently stated that there
were “500,000 measles infections per year and 500 deaths”. 500,000 is
only 15% percent of the average 4 million birthrate. What happened to the other 85%, 3.3 to 3.8 million newly added non-immune
children per year? Did they have asymptomatic infections? Measles is either universally infectious, in which case 85% of the
infections were not reported, or it only infected 15% of the susceptible population. If Measles is universally infectious with a 1/1000
mortality rate there
would have been 4,000 deaths per year. Is it possible that 3600 measles deaths a year were missed? Which of these numbers is
the least likely to be accurate- the birth rate, secured by certificates, the death rate, secured by certificates, or a morbidity number
dependent upon the voluntary submission by various healthcare
personnel and collected by a mishmash of agencies? Health Care Personnel, many of whom by that time considered Measles to be
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see more

personnel and collected by a mishmash of agencies? Health Care Personnel, many of whom by that time considered Measles to be
a routine childhood illness, and not important enough to report? 
I and my siblings didn't even go to the Doctor when we had Measles, (or Mumps, or Chicken Pox), our parents merely called the

  5  

•

sabelmouse  •  7 days ago Emery

people not calling a doctor is very much my experience. unless there were problems why would they for something as
normal, common , known and unthreatening as childhood diseases?

  4  

•

harriethuestis  •  7 days ago Emery

The 1-3 in 1000 fatality rate from measles isn't from the pre-vaccine era. It I based on current data over the last 2 decades
and with high vaccination rates so that outbreaks are isolated and incidence can be accurately counted. It was the 1989-
1991 outbreak that indicated a higher mortality rate for the US than other developed nations. Recent outbreaks in Europe,
mainly France, Germany, Holland and the UK have experienced fatality rates of 1 in 1000.

You built a straw man on faulty assumptions.

  6  

•

Emery  •  7 days ago harriethuestis

Not at all Harriet, the "500k cases / 500 deaths" is a recurring meme, quoted to me below by somebody, ( I am
running out of time can't find it now). This a primary point of discussion on this thread- what was the actual mortality
rate before the vaccine.

  3  

•

Elitist? •  7 days ago

Solomon said

"Today’s vaccinated expectant mothers are at
risk because the measles vaccine wanes with time and because it often 
fails to protect against measles."

and in his next sentences describes 2 studies showing the illness and deaths of many pregnant women. Any sane person would
draw a connection

I just read the papers (both behind institutional walls). The women were from poor parts of LA and Houston and vaccination status
was unknown for 78% and unconfirmed for the remaining. Odds are few or none had been vaccinated.

So the story should probably read "70 unvaccinated expectant economically disadvantaged mothers get measles during an
epidemic and suffer terrible consequences" - emphasizing the need for public health in those parts of the U.S.

This would have been the right thing to wrote, but not Solomon...he twisted the story to a nefarious end

  10  

•

Joe  •  7 days ago Elitist?

By implying the science is still being debated? You really do protest too much. But you really should show your data to
Mike, since it appears he is having trouble digesting the concept that there is a correlation between death rates from
measles and socio-economic status.

  5  

Joe •  7 days ago

Dorit keeps referring to inaccuracies in the article and points to one of her ealier posts. Unfortunately, a closer inspection of her
post reveals that she didn't point out a single inaccuracies while making several erroneous statements of her own. Time to clean up
the misconceptions again.

A. She comments that a breastfeeding study only increases immune protection for 2 months. What Dorit fails to point out that the
highest risk period for infants regarding measles is between the ages of 0-6 months. 2 months happens to mean a 33% increase in
coverage during that critical period. Additionally, that study only looked at one aspect of immunity, there are other components
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see more

conferred from breast feeding that last longer than 6 months.

Of course, there is no inaccuracy in the article regarding breastfeeding contrary to Dorit's claim.

B. She points out a death rate from a measles outbreak in Europe without any context. As Solomon points out in his article -- which
is supported by published scientific studies going back three quarters of a century -- that poor populations are at much higher risk
of negative outcomes. For Dorit to quote a death rate without providing the economic context just demonstrates she is clearly
missing the point. As for inaccuracies, Dorit also claims that sanitation and nutrition haven't eliminated measles deaths. We can
thank Dorit for pointing out the obvious but again, it doesn't reflect any inaccuracy in the original article.

C. She complains that Solomon does not talk about measles complications. If we look at the synopsis of the article, it clearly
focusses on death rates. I suppose Dorit thinks that short newpaper articles should go off topic or provide a complete

  5  

•

Dorit Reiss  •  7 days ago

see more

 Joe

Here, too, your claims are inaccurate.

A. The CDC explains that "Complications of measles are more
common among children younger than 5 years of age and
adults 20 years of age and older." (Pink Book, Measles). Not 0-6 months. In other words, the implication that children 7
months old and older are not at risk is not documented. They are.

Mr. Solomon claimed: "In their first year out of the womb, infants suffer the highest rate of measles infections and the most
lasting harm." The study he cited does not show natural immunity to the mother would fix that problem - it would only go
two more months.

B. The death rate I quoted was after the dramatic drop, and there is no evidence that after that, in France and so forth, most
of the dead was poor.

Let me add that dismissing deaths because of poverty - when poverty is still widespread in the U.S. - is very problematic.
The poor do not deserve to live any less.

C. The article tries to present measles as not dangerous and the vaccines as unnecessary and unsafe. Ignoring the
complications helps the author draw this misleading picture. Yes, it is part of what makes this article misleading.

  11  

Joe  •  7 days ago

see more

 Dorit Reiss

Still, you persist in claiming inaccuracies supported only by strawman arguments.

A. You state: "The study he cited does not show natural immunity to the mother would fix that problem - it would
only go two more months." Please quote the exact sentence where Mr. Solomon claims maternal antibodies would
"fix" the problem. I am unable to find such a claim because it does not exist. Indeed, Mr. Solomon correctly points
out that maternal protection sans vaccination is better than the nearly non-existent protection conferred to infants by
vaccinated mothers.

Your new argument is also a strawman and you still haven't pointed to any inaccuracy here.

B. On this point you are still trying to defend quoting mortality statistics without providing socio-economic status
which is still astounding since one of the key points of the article points out the vast difference in disease outcome
risk based on socio-economic status. Additionally, you appear to dismiss the possibility that the poor in France
might be affected more and support this by saying there was "no indication". It is baffling that lack of data translates
to negative association in your mind.

Even better, you go on to imply that Mr. Solomon and/or myself are advocating against the poor. That is also
incomprehensible, and it is a most dishonest strawman. I'll point out that you still have not provided us with any
details on how this relates to the still phantom inaccuracies in Mr. Solomon's article.
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  3  

•

Mike Stevens  •  7 days ago Dorit Reiss

There seems to be some myth put about by the antivaxers (Joe included) that those catching and dying from
measles in European countries are "poor" (or are "immigrants").
That is irrelevant, even were it true (which it isn't).
Again the antivaxers are trying to pass the blame for dozens of measles deaths onto the victims, and not where it
lays - their lack of vaccination.

  12  

•

Joe  •  7 days ago Mike Stevens

Mike you are the one making a strawman argument. I made no such claim. I asked if Dorit could correlate the
deaths she quoted with socio-economic status. In case you didn't notice, that happens to be one of the main
points of the article.

Please refrain from putting words in others' mouths.

  3  

•

Elitist? •  8 days ago

I should say that, too frequently, anecdotes have undue influence on physician behaviour as well.

  3  

•

Elitist? •  8 days ago

http://pediatrics(dot)aappublications(dot)org/content/early/2014/02/25/peds.2013-2365

This is the paper. It was in Pediatrics not JID

In short, they provide evidence that communication strategies based on providing facts and correcting mis-conceptions will have
no influence on those who had the least favorable vaccine attitudes. Other studies suggest 
that personal statements by pediatricians "my children are vaccinated" 
have some impact. A common observation in public attitude to medicine 
and science, anecdotes often have more influence on some individuals 
than evidence.

"Take this herbal supplement, I did and it makes me feel great!"

"Global warming is not happening, it's been a cold winter!"

"Smoking does not cause cancer, my grandmother smoked like a chimney and lived to be 97!"

Luckily policy folks are more likely to follow best available evidence

  11  

•

Elitist? •  8 days ago

how this should have been written to make his point if written in an unbiased way

Measles vaccination has almost eliminated the virus from developed countries, though millions continue to be infected, and
hundreds of thousands die each year in the developing world (reference WHO). Developed countries, like Canada, have fewer
cases, but the morbidity and mortality rates per measles case remain significant - with a complication rate of 30%, a serious
complication rate of 1%, and a death per case rate of 0.1% (references). In developed countries, the relatively few cases are
usually imported by travellers from abroad (reference) and then the infection amplified largely through unvaccinated or inadequately
communities (reference).

Interestingly, like all diseases, and in both developed and developing countries, the morbidity and mortality of measles affects the
poor disproportionately (reference a RECENT review on the topic), suggesting that this population should be actively targeted for
vaccination. In developed countries, this fact, coupled with the low prevalence of measles and fear of vaccination, is leading a
small number of Canadians to doubt the wisdom of vaccinating their children. Surprisingly, this phenomenon is rare, but slightly
more prevalent among more educated and affluent communities (reference).
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Joe  •  7 days ago Elitist?

You seem to be missing the point that main focus of the article is to discuss death rates related to measles, specifically, it's
increase in segments as per the synopsis: "Several decades following the vaccine’s introduction, the measles death rate
rose, largely because the vaccine made adults, expectant mothers and infants more vulnerable".

Your writing is truly moving, but completely misses the point.

  4  

•

Mike Stevens  •  7 days ago Joe

Scenario:

No seat belts, 1% of car crash victims die. There are 1000 crashes each year, and 10 deaths.

Introduce speed controls as well as seat belts. 1.3% of crash victims die. There are only 400 crashes each year
however, with 5 deaths.

The "anti" speed control/set belt faction say "Death rates went up! Speed controls are evil"
The "pro" speed control/seat belt faction point out that deaths have actually halved.

Everything is relative, Joe.
I'd rather be driving in a community where there were 5 deaths per year than 10 deaths, thanks very much.

  9  

•

Joe  •  7 days ago Mike Stevens

Vaccination is a serious medical intervention for healthy individuals which poses unavoidable risks to that
same individual. It is unfortunate that disease prevention can't be accomplished by simple controls external
to the individual like a helmet or speed limit. No matter how you slice it, a lower speed limit applied to an
individual will never pose a life altering risk, even if it makes one spend more time on the road.

To imply that a speed limit is remotely similar to vaccination is ignorant in the extreme given the fundamental
difference.

  3  

•

ANB2013  •  7 days ago Mike Stevens

That's no fair. You used math and reason.

  12  

•

Elitist?  •  8 days ago Elitist?

oops, typo. last sentence should read "Although this phenomenon is rare"....that's what you get for whipping something off
while eating breakfast and without checking!

  4  

•

sabelmouse •  8 days ago

thank you, lawrence solomon, for this article. it's refreshing to read among all the endless pro vax propaganda.

  4  

•

JohnDStone •  8 days ago

This is a rational article. Anyone who points out the fallibility of the vaccine program will be fiercely attacked - at this stage the
reputation of the program is entirely dependent on attacking the messenger.

  6  

•

ANB2013  •  7 days ago JohnDStone

"Anyone who uses faulty logic and spurious talking points to criticize the vaccine program will be fiercely attacked."

Fixed it for ya, John.

  8  

JohnDStone  •  7 days ago ANB2013

Yes, that's the sort of level.
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Yes, that's the sort of level.

  1  

•

lilady R.N.  •  8 days ago JohnDStone

This article is just as rational as the articles that appear on Age of Autism, Mr. Stone.

You're late to the party...what took you so long?

  8  

•

Elitist? •  8 days ago

I just re-read this post and am still incensed. Each paragraph has at least one half truth, one unsubstantiated statement and often a
mis-use of numbers. This would fail even in my first year undergrad classes.

Then I went through it as if I was reviewing a scientific paper and I gave up because it was so, so terrible.

It even contains outright misrepresentations.

Barkin in Solomon's words "emphasizes that vulnerable populations, rather than the general population, should be targeted for
measles vaccination."

Barkin in his own words. "Vaccine should be accessible to all populations, but intensive efforts need to be directed toward groups
at high risk.."

and also

"Measles vaccine is safe and effective, and when widely used, it dramatically reduces morbidity and mortality. Prevention through
vaccination remains the keystone in
further breakthroughs in decreasing mortality associated with measles.
Continuing morbidity and mortality attributed to measles must serve to
heighten our awareness of this preventable disease."

I bet Solomon (carefully) hides behind his use of the word "targeted", but his 
intent is clear, and meant to imply that Barkin thought that the general
population need not get vaccinated. This is almost evil in its intent

  11  

•

ANB2013  •  7 days ago Elitist?

In Mr. Solomon's defense, he is not a serious science writer, and anybody who wants accurate information about vaccines
should look outside the pages of the Financial Post.

  4  

•

TBruce  •  7 days ago ANB2013

I suspect that Mr. Solomon has no formal formal education beyond secondary school in science or medicine. He
brags (oh, how he brags!) about all the organizations he has founded and chaired, and all his "best-selling" books.
Yet in all of this bumf, no mention whatsoever of a degree or even a couple of university-level courses.

  7  

Joe  •  8 days ago Elitist?

I see your resolve to not come back got broken very quickly.

As you noted quite adeptly, there is nothing false about Solomon's use of Barkin's data. I disagree that the intent of
Solomon's quote was intended to imply Barkin did not want to vaccinate the whole population. In fact, if you read his quote
in context, the majority of the discussion in that section is about risk differences between populations, not a focus on
general population vaccination. His next paragraphs discuss the issues associated with full population vaccination, but
Barkin does not figure at all into that part. I dare say you protest far too much.

If that is your biggest beef with the article, that is truly laughable since there is no clear misrepresentation at all. If anything it
is ironic that you -- who is self proclaimed to have been an advisor to the IOM -- had to go away and re-read the whole
thing after purportedly raking the article over the coals in an initial reactionary set of posts.

The shame rests with you sir.
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•

lilady R.N. •  8 days ago

The Shot of Prevention blogger posted about that letter that Dr. Jay sent to his patients.

"Say #NoWayDrJay: Don’t Bring Measles Back"

Dr Jay Gordon showed up at Dr. David Gorski's Science Based Medicine and *I confronted him about that letter*:

"Autism prevalence: Now estimated to be one in 68, and the antivaccine movement goes wild"

Dr. Jay Gordon a.k.a. "The Pediatrician To The Stars" panders to anti-vaccine mommies and readily admits he has no science
behind his "opinions" about vaccines and the thoroughly debunked belief that some how, some way, vaccines are linked to the
onset of autism.

* Dr. Jay hasn't shown up on any science blog, since I confronted him. I miss my chew toy.

  8  

•

Joe  •  8 days ago lilady R.N.

I didn't see Jay Gordon MD post here, and I'm pretty sure that Solomon didn't reference anything from him. I mean, should
we all start talking about when we shot some pro-vax fish in a barrel?

Ah, I see, you didn't post in context...

  4  

•

BeStrong  •  8 days ago lilady R.N.

Jay Gordon, MD FAAP , completed a senior fellowship in pediatric nutrition at Sloan Kettering Institute (1977) and a
residency at Children's Hospital of Los Angeles (1979). Dr. Gordon is a member of the teaching attending faculty of UCLA
Medical Center and Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.

  4  

•

Proponent  •  8 days ago BeStrong

From Dr. Jay Gordon, hisownself;

"I have been in practice thirty years and watched thousands of children get shots, not get shots, develop autism or
remain developmentally "neurotypical." I have no proof that vaccines cause autism and would be very excited to
have my large group of extremely healthy mostly unvaccinated children studied someday. It would be disingenuous
to imply that non-vaccination might not lead to an increased incidence in vaccine-preventable illness."

An article from Respecful Insolence;

"Dr. Jay Gordon: No vaccines needed, just quit eating cheese and ice cream"

  6  

•

BeStrong  •  7 days ago Proponent

The primary source for this quote is "Autism and Toxins" by Jay Gordon, MD

"I have been in practice thirty years and watched thousands of children get shots, not get shots, develop
autism or remain developmentally "neurotypical." I have no proof that vaccines cause autism and would be
very excited to have my large group of extremely healthy mostly unvaccinated children studied someday. It
would be disingenuous to imply that non-vaccination might not lead to an increased incidence in vaccine-
preventable illness. It would be equally disingenuous to state that this possibility poses a great threat to
America's children. The risks of vaccinating the way we do now exceeds the benefits of this vaccine program.
"Scientists" who suggest that experienced doctors ignore their eyes and ears are wrong. Detractors who say
that we should ignore parents who are certain that vaccines caused their children's autism are wrong and
often quite mean-spirited."

Your "cheese and ice cream" reference comes from a blogger named Orac, who will not identify himself by
his true name and shows no credentials.

  4  
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ANB2013  •  7 days ago BeStrong

Orac's identity and qualifications are hardly a secret.

  5  

•

BeStrong  •  7 days ago ANB2013

There is a rumor concerning a certain medical doctor who uses ridicule against parents and other
medical professionals in order to support his argument.

  3  

•

lilady R.N.  •  7 days ago BeStrong

Orac's identity is the worst kept secret on the internet. He is a breast cancer surgeon and breast
cancer researcher, and a respected science blogger.

Which anti-vaccine, anti-science crank sources do you use for information about vaccines and
vaccine-preventable-diseases, BeStrong?

Inquiring minds want to know.
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BeStrong  •  7 days ago lilady R.N.

Doctor "Oracle" should hold himself to a higher standard of professional communication.

Read my posts. References are included.
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lilady R.N.  •  7 days ago BeStrong

The science blogger who posts on the Respectful Insolence blog is Orac...not Oracle.
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BeStrong  •  7 days ago lilady R.N.

"Respectful Insolence" is an oxy(moron).
And so is Doctor Orac(le).
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•

Proponent  •  7 days ago BeStrong

You seem to be avoiding lilady R.N.'s question.. once more;

"Which anti-vaccine, anti-science crank sources do you use for information about vaccines and
vaccine-preventable-diseases, BeStrong?"

Are you purposefully evading this question?

And if so.. why?
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lilady R.N.  •  7 days ago BeStrong

Which anti-vaccine, anti-science crank sources do you use for 
information about vaccines and vaccine-preventable-diseases, BeStrong?
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•

squirrelelite  •  8 days ago BeStrong

So he knows how to feed babies. Great!
But where are the numbers that show that not vaccinating and letting most people get the disease is safer than just
vaccinating them and eventually eradicating the disease?

  8  

ciaparker2 •  8 days ago

Excellent article! What a breath of fresh air amid the frantic fearmongering of vaccine promoters! I had measles when I was six, all
kids did then, and no one worried about it. In 1960 in the U.S. there were a million diagnosed cases of measles, two or three million
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kids did then, and no one worried about it. In 1960 in the U.S. there were a million diagnosed cases of measles, two or three million
more undiagnosed, with 450 deaths, most of them in older people or immunocompromised children. According to official UK
statistics, the mortality rate in the '80s, when it was still common, was one or two in every ten thousand cases. In Europe in 2011,
there were 26,000 diagnosed cases with nine deaths, all in France, I think, probably because of its large, malnourished immigrant
population. 
Dr. Jay Gordon sent a letter to his patients a couple of weeks ago, telling them that measles is not dangerous in well-nourished
children. Period. It is a myth created by vaccine companies that measles is a killer disease. Now the medical establishment is
saying that measles kills one in a thousand, I've seen two doctors write that it kills one in 500. They say that measles causes
encephalitis in one in a thousand cases. Dr. Michaela Glockler, who has seen many cases of measles, says that it is a great
exaggeration, that it's really only one in 10,000 cases, one in 15,000 among toddlers. She says the practice of giving Tylenol or
other fever reducers may be increasing the mortality rate, but still not up to one in a thousand. 
Getting natural measles confers many benefits: permanent immunity, a stronger, more competent immune system, the ability to
protect infants through placental immunity and breastfeeding at the time when measles might be dangerous to them,
developmental strides, and protection from several cancers and degenerative diseases in later life. Dr. Blaylock says that the
immune system cannot develop properly without getting childhood diseases like measles, mumps, rubella, and chickenpox. 
Measles is much more dangerous in the Third World, where its fatality rate is fairly high because so many are malnourished. But
Abdulkadir Khalif said at Age of Autism after describing how his toddler son regressed into autism after the MMR, that as an
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ANB2013  •  7 days ago ciaparker2

Cynthia, do you have any professional qualifications to dispense medical advice for the treatment of measles? What advice
do you have for children who are asymptomatic, but still shedding the virus?
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•

Mike Stevens  •  7 days ago ANB2013

She has no medical qualifications or experience, no.
I would describe someone who advocates for the return of diseases and against vaccination as the antithesis of
someone with medical expertise.
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ciaparker2  •  7 days ago ANB2013

it is a good thing for the long term health of most children to catch measles. I wish my daughter could catch it.
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lilady R.N.  •  7 days ago ciaparker2

Parker, your 13-year-old autistic child has been home on her Spring break and yet you spend hours posting
your truly ignorant comments on the internet.

Seriously, get some help for your psychological issues and to learn parenting skills for your special needs
child.

Your labeling of you child as "vaccine-damaged" and your wish to have infected with measles are
abominations.
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